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In the process of coal mine production, rock burst accidents near faults occur

frequently. In order to further reveal the induced mechanism of fault slip rock

burst, a numerical simulation method for dynamic calculation of fault slip under

the influence of mining is proposed, and the law of fault slip and dynamic

response characteristics of the stope are studied. The study shows that with the

working face getting closer to the fault, the fault activity and the number of

high-energy microseismic events increase significantly, and the fault slip

dynamic load has a significant impact on the vibration velocity and

abutment stress of coal and rock mass near the stope. Under the effect of a

strong fault slip dynamic load, the coal and rock mass in the area with peak

abutment stress undergo plastic failure and release a large amount of energy,

and the potential of fault slip rock burst is high. The evaluation index Icd of rock

burst hazard under fault slip dynamic load is proposed, and the rock burst

hazard of working face passing through the fault is analyzed. The research

results provide a theoretical basis for further revealing the induced mechanism

and hazard assessment of fault slip rock bursts.
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Introduction

Rock burst is the sudden release of elastic energy accumulated in coal and rock mass

under certain conditions.When a rock burst occurs, it is often accompanied by loud noise,

strong instantaneous vibration, and shock waves, resulting in the throwing out of coal and

rock mass, the instantaneous sinking of the roof, or the sudden bulging of the floor. It can

destroy the equipment and cause severe deformation or even closure of the roadway in

serious cases (Jiang et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2021b). According

to the different inducing factors of rock burst, Ortlepp and Stacey (1994) divided rock

burst into three categories: the strain rock burst, the coal pillar rock burst, and the fault

slip rock burst. Ortlepp’s classification of rock burst and corresponding shock source and

magnitude is given in Table 1. The strain rock burst often occurs in the area with peak
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abutment stress or at the elastic–plastic interface of coal and rock

mass. The strain rock burst causes large-scale expansion of the

plastic failure area of coal and rock mass and the ejection of coal

and rock mass. The coal pillar rock burst is mainly caused by

sudden instability and failure of the coal pillar, which is induced

by the concentrated static load of the coal pillar exceeding the

bearing capacity of coal and rock mass. The main sources of high

static load are the stress of primary rock and mining-induced

stress. The main failure form caused by a coal pillar rock burst is

the pressure failure of the coal pillar or the instantaneous bulging

of the floor. Compared with the other two types of rock bursts,

the fault slip rock burst has higher source energy and a larger

damage range. Fault slip rock burst is caused by the instability

and failure of coal and rock mass near the mining space due to

the dynamic disturbance of fault slip microseismicity, and the

severity of rock burst is closely related to the size of fault slip

microseismic event. Moreover, the location of microseismic

source–induced dynamic load disturbance may be far away

from the rock burst appearance location.

With the gradual depletion of coal resources in shallow and

easily mined coal seam areas, the geological situation of coal

mining in China is deteriorating. In particular, coal mines in the

eastern and northeast regions are generally affected by complex

geological conditions, and the fault structure is one of the most

common geological structures in the process of coal mine

production. The wide distribution of fault structures has a

significant impact on the distribution of abutment stress (Xue

et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Si et al., 2022) and the characteristics of

overburden movement (Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). Lai

et al. (2016) studied the influence range of dynamic pressure

during mining in fault fracture areas through the field

monitoring method. The result indicated that the roadway

deformation shows obvious asymmetric change characteristics

during the working face passing through the fault, the roadway

deformation near the fault side was greater, and the bolt stress

and surrounding rock stress concentration increased

significantly. Luo et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2014) carried

out a similar material simulation test for a mining panel near the

F16 reverse fault in Yuejin CoalMine. The research result showed

that with the increase of mining depth of the working face and

the decrease of the fault coal pillar size, the degree of coal pillar

stress concentration increased significantly. In addition, the

dynamic load provided by the fault slip is one of the main

factors that induce rock burst. Zhu et al. (2016) studied the law of

fault activation in the mining of deep and extra-thick coal seam

through on-site microseismic analysis and numerical simulation;

they divided the whole process of mining-induced fault

activation into three stages: stress manifestation, energy

storage, and structural activation.

The continuous disturbance to the fault during mining the

panel is likely to cause fault slip, and the process of fault slip is

often accompanied by strong microseismic events. The strong

microseismicity causes severe dynamic load disturbance to the

coal and rock mass in the stope, and the rock burst hazard of the

stope increases significantly. Affected by complex geological

conditions, more than 50 rock burst accidents occurred

during mining in the Longfeng Coal Mine, Guizhou Province.

A total of 36 rock bursts were related to the fault structure, and

31 occurred in the roadway near the fault (Li et al., 2018). From

2008 to 2014, a total of 20 rock bursts occurred in Qianqiu Coal

Mine and Yuejin Coal Mine affected by the F16 reverse fault. The

accidents caused dozens of deaths, and the length of the roadway

damaged by the rock bursts reached more than 1,000 m (Cai

et al., 2021). On 22 February 2020, when mining Panel 2305S

through the FD8 fault, a serious rock burst occurred in Xinjulong

Coal Mine. The accident caused four deaths and severely

damaged about 500 m of the roadway. The source of the fault

slip microseismic event which induced the rock burst was 160 m

above the coal seam, and the source energy reached 4.2 ×

107 J. Therefore, a microseismic event with large energy

released by the fault slip is one of the important factors

causing the violent appearance of mine pressure and even

inducing rock burst disaster.

In the research on the mechanism of fault slip

activation–induced microseismic events, Brace and Byerlee put

forward the hypothesis of seismic stick slip by analyzing the

results of rock shear tests, and they believed that the unstable slip

of stress reduction on the fault was caused by the existence of

large normal stress on the fault (Brace and Byerlee, 1966).

Compared with the joints with weak fillings, the frequency

and energy released during the shear process of clean joints

are higher (Meng et al., 2017). In addition, the roughness of joints

is also an important factor affecting fault activation–induced

microseismic events (Zhou et al., 2016; Si et al., 2021a; Wang

et al., 2021). The higher the roughness of joints, the greater the

potential of fault slip releasing strong microseismicity. In terms

of numerical simulation research, Zhu studied the focal

characteristics of the fault under the influence of mining. The

TABLE 1 Rock burst classification, source, and magnitude.

Type of rock burst Inducing factors Magnitude (ML)

Strain rock burst Flaking and ejection of rock −0.2–1.5

Coal pillar rock burst Sudden instability of coal pillar 1.0–2.5

Fault slip rock burst Fault slip 2.0–5.0
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research results showed that the greater the mining depth, the

greater the seismic moment of fault slip induced by mining.

Scholars have carried out a lot of research on the effect of

fault mining action and have achieved fruitful results. However,

at present, the understanding of the induced mechanism of fault

slip rock burst is not clear, especially, the research on the shear

slip law of fault induced by mining, the fault slip microseismic

characteristics, and the dynamic response of surrounding rock

under fault slip dynamic load is not enough. Based on the

engineering background of mining the panel through the

fault, the research methods, including field investigation,

laboratory test, theoretical analysis, and numerical simulation,

were applied in this study. A systematic study was carried out on

the evolution of microseismic events induced by fault slip under

the influence of mining, the dynamic response characteristics of

stope under fault slip dynamic load, the mechanism of fault slip

rock burst, and the rock burst hazard. The research results can

provide theoretical guidance for understanding the induced

mechanism of fault slip rock bursts and provide a certain

reference for hazard assessment and prevention of fault slip

rock bursts.

Case study

Engineering background

The average thickness of the coal seam in the Dongtan

Coal Mine 14310 Panel is 8 m. The mining technology is

comprehensive mechanized top coal caving mining, and the

retreating full caving method is used to manage the roof. The

direct roof of the coal seam is mudstone with an average

thickness of about 4 m. The basic roof is mainly composed of

siltstone and sandstone. The roof of the coal seam is relatively

hard, especially since the average uniaxial compressive

strength of sandstone in the roof reaches 102 MPa. The

coal seam and roof of the panel have a weak rock burst

tendency. The working face has a buried depth of 540 m, a

width of 230 m, and a strike length of 1000 m. The geological

structure of the working face is complex, in which the

NF6 normal fault crosses through the panel, with a fault

dip of 60° and a drop of 6–10 m. In the actual mining

process, the working face crosses through the footwall of

the NF6 normal fault. NF6 normal fault has a great impact

on mining. The layout of Panel 14310 and fault location are

shown in Figure 1.

The distribution of microseismic events
when mining the panel through the fault

The distribution of microseismic events during Panel

14310 of the Dongtan Coal Mine mined through the fault is

shown in Figure 2 (Kong et al., 2022). It can be seen that there was

a concentrated area of microseismic events near the fault when

mining the panel through the fault. Moreover, the number and

energy level of microseismic events near the roof fault were much

greater than those near the floor fault, indicating that the roof

fault was more active than the floor fault affected by mining. The

distribution height of microseismic events near the fault was

larger than that of the complete roof area, and the energy level

was high. Microseismic events with energy greater than 5 × 103 J

had mostly occurred near the roof fault plane and were induced

by fault slip.

In order to analyze the occurrence law of microseismic events

and fault activity when mining Panel 14310 through the fault of

FIGURE 1
Layout of panel 14310 in Dongtan Coal Mine.
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Dongtan Coal Mine, the microseismic events during the mining

period in Dongtan Coal Mine from July 17 to August 26 (the

working face was 108 m away from the fault to 56 m across the

fault) were statistically processed, and the b value of microseismic

events was calculated.

Gutenburg and Richter have conducted long-term research

on natural seismicity and found that the relationship between

earthquake occurrence frequency (lgN) and earthquake

magnitude (M) met the power–law relationship. They put

forward the relationship between earthquake magnitude and

earthquake frequency, namely, the G-R relationship (Scholz,

1968; Wang, 2012):

lgN(≥M) � a–bM, (1)

where M is the earthquake magnitude, N≥(M) represents the

number of earthquakes with a magnitude greater than or equal to

M, and a and b are constants. The value of b represents the

magnitude of earthquake intensity. The larger the value of b, the

larger the proportion of low-energy earthquakes, and the

earthquake intensity is low. The smaller the value of b, the

FIGURE 2
Distribution of microseismic events when mining the panel through the fault.

FIGURE 3
b Value of microseismic event when mining the panel through the fault.
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larger the proportion of high-energy earthquakes, and there is a

high possibility of strong earthquakes or rock bursts. Therefore,

the b value can be used as an index to evaluate the strength level

of an earthquake somewhere. The research showed that the

occurrence law of mine microseismic events also followed the

same law. The smaller the b value, the greater the potential of a

strong mine microseismic event or rock burst.

When calculating the G-R relationship of microseismic

events when mining the panel through the fault, the energy

level lgE was used instead of the magnitude M, so Eq. 1 can be

expressed as

lgN(≥ lgE) � a–blgE. (2)

The b value was calculated with three days as the time interval.

The microseismic events and energy levels within three days

were counted, and the microseismic events were classified

according to the energy. In order to ensure the accuracy of the

calculation, the microseismic events were divided into nine

levels. The energy level division and the setting of M(lgE) are

shown in Table 2. After dividing the energy level according to

the table, the number N of microseismic events at each energy

level was counted, and the value of lgN was calculated. Linear

fitting was performed on the corresponding data of lgE and

lgN, and the b value of the working face at different mining

positions was obtained.

FIGURE 4
Point cloud data of the rough structural plane and layout of survey line.

TABLE 2 Division of energy levels for microseismic events.

Level Energy(J) lgE

1 ≥1 × 102 2

2 ≥2.5 × 102 2.4

3 ≥5 × 102 2.7

4 ≥7.5 × 102 2.9

5 ≥1×103 3

6 ≥2.5 × 103 3.4

7 ≥5 × 103 3.7

8 ≥7.5 × 103 3.9

9 ≥1 × 104 4

FIGURE 5
Shear stress-strain curves of the structural plane under
different normal stress and JRC conditions.
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The b value of microseismic event when the working face

advanced to different positions is shown in Figure 3. It can be

seen that the b value varied greatly when the working face was at

different positions. From July 17 to July 28, the distance from the

working face to the fault was 108–64 m, and the b values were 1.2,

1.14, 1.14, and 1.16, respectively. The b value generally showed a

slightly decreasing trend, but the decreasing range was very small,

and the b value had been maintained at a high level. It illustrated

that there were few microseismic events with high energy in this

mining stage. From July 29 to July 31, the distance from the

working face to the fault was 64–52 m, and the b value decreased

sharply from 1.16 to 0.66, indicating that the frequency of high-

energy microseismic events increased significantly.

From August 1 to August 12, the distance from the

working face to the fault was 52–4 m, and the b values were

0.48, 0.43, and 0.34, respectively. The b value was kept at a low

level. As the working face got close to the fault, the b value

decreased gradually. It showed that with the working face

getting closer to the fault, the frequency of high-energy

microseismic events increased significantly. According to

Figure 2, large energy microseismic events were mostly

concentrated near the fault. It can be seen that when the

working face advanced near the area, the fault activity was

intense under the influence of mining. Microseismic events

with large energy released by fault slip dislocation occurred

frequently. Microseismic events with large energy may induce

rock burst accidents easily, and the hazard of rock bursts

is high.

From August 13 to August 26, the working face advanced

from 4 m away from the fault to 56 m across the fault, and the

b values were 0.66, 0.72, 0.94, and 0.88, respectively. The value

b showed a gradually increasing trend basically. It showed that

the frequency of large energy microseismic events released by

fault slip decreased, the degree of disturbance to the working

face decreased, and the hazard of fault slip rock burst

decreased.

Shear characteristics of fault structural
plane

The fault zone is cut by widely distributed structural planes,

and their mechanical behavior is significantly affected by

structural planes. In engineering practice, the fault structural

plane is not straight and often shows rough characteristics. The

mechanical properties and shear slip characteristics of the rough

structural surface are quite different from those of the flat and

smooth structural surface. Especially during the stick slip process

of the hard rough structural surface, the energy level released by

the shear wear of the bulge is higher (Zhou et al., 2016; Si et al.,

2021a; Wang et al., 2021). Therefore, an in-depth study of the

mechanical properties of rough structural planes is of great

significance for revealing the law of fault slip.

The hard sandstone in the roof of Dongtan Coal Mine

played an important role in roof movement and fault slip, so

the direct shear test was carried out on the sandstone

structural plane in the hard roof of Dongtan Coal Mine to

test the law of fault shear slip and determine the weakening

parameters of fault shear slip. The test specimen was a cuboid

with a size of 100 mm high by 110 mm wide by 110 mm long.

First, the complete cuboid rock specimens were split to form a

rough structural plane to simulate that in a natural state.

Then, the randomly generated structural plane was scanned

using a 3D laser scanner to obtain the coordinate point cloud

data of the rough structural plane. 3D laser scanning was

carried out at Qingdao Research Institute of Xi’an Jiaotong

University. The measurement speed of the scanner is

18000 measurements/second, the measurement accuracy

reaches 0.05 metrological level, the volume accuracy is

0.02 mm + 0.2 mm/m, and the resolution is 0.1 mm. The

point cloud data of rough structural surface obtained by 3D

laser scanning is shown in Figure 4. The measurement

accuracy can meet the requirements for calculating the

roughness of structural surfaces. Finally, the structural

plane roughness was calculated, and the roughness of the

structural plane was obtained based on Eqs 3 and 4 (Tse and

Cruden, 1979).

JRC � 32.2 + 32.47 logZ2, (3)

Z2 � ⎡⎣ 1

M(Dx)2 ∑
M

i�1
(yi+1 − yi)2⎤⎦ 1 /

2, (4)

where JRC is the joint roughness coefficient, Z2 is the root mean

square of the average slope of the joint contour line, Dx is the

spacing between two points, and M is the number of Dx on the

whole rough line.

The direct shear test under different normal stress

conditions was carried out on the rough structural surface,

and four tests were carried out. The normal stress was 2, 4, 10,

and 14 MPa, respectively. The roughness of the four rough

structural surfaces was 9.77, 9.89, 10.06, and 10.18,

respectively. The structural plane roughness of the four

specimens had little difference, and the roughness of the

specimens can be considered the same. The direct shear

test adopts the deep soft rock nonlinear test system of the

China University of Mining and Technology, and the direct

shear rate during the test is 0.004 mm/s.

Figure 5 shows the shear stress-strain curve of the rough

structural plane under different normal stress conditions. It

can be seen that the shear strength of the structural plane

increased along with the normal stress. When the normal

stress in the process of direct shear was 2, 6, 10, and 14 MPa,

the shear strength of the structural plane was 6.6, 10.5, 15.2,

and 19.7 MPa, respectively. It showed that under the

condition of the same roughness, the larger the normal

stress was, the less likely the rough structural plane was to
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shear failure. The difference between the peak shear stress and

the shear stress after shear failure was defined as the shear

stress drop. When the normal stress was 2, 6, 10, and 14 MPa,

the shear stress drop was 2.9, 4.9, 5.5, and 5.9 MPa,

respectively. Therefore, the shear strength and shear stress

drop of the structural plane increased with the increase of

normal stress in the process of direct shear of the rough

structural plane. The higher the normal stress, the more

obvious the stick slip characteristics in the shear slip

process of the structural plane.

The structural plane roughness after direct shear was

scanned using a three-dimensional laser again, and the

structural plane roughness after direct shear was calculated

to study the slip weakening characteristics of the rough

structural plane. The roughness after direct shear of the

rough structural plane under different normal stress

conditions is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the

higher the normal stress, the greater the reduction value of

structural surface roughness after direct shear. When the

normal stress was 2 MPa, the reduction value of roughness

after direct shear was 2.09. When the normal stress was

14 MPa, the roughness reduction after direct shear was

4.21. The roughness of the structural plane decreased

exponentially with the increase of normal stress. The

decrease of roughness after direct shear of the rough

structural plane meant that the physical and mechanical

properties of the structural plane would decay in varying

degrees after direct shear. The significant reduction of

roughness after direct shear was the main reason why the

structural plane showed stick slip characteristics and released

a lot of energy in the shear process. The higher the normal

stress of the structural plane, the more obvious the slip

weakening characteristics and the higher the released

energy level in the direct shear process.

Simulation methodology

Model establishment

The FLAC3D numerical simulation model of Panel 14310 in

Dongtan Coal Mine was established, as shown in Figure 7. The

model was 710 m long, 450 m wide, and 180 m high. There are

316,664 gridpoints and 301,995 zones in the model, and the mesh

size meets the accuracy requirements of numerical calculation.

According to the actual occurrence characteristics of NF6 normal

fault, the dip angle of the interruption layer in the numerical model

was set as 60°, and the drop was set as 8 m. The mining situation of

the working face passing through the fault from the footwall was

simulated. In order to eliminate the influence of the boundary effect

in the process of numerical calculation, the distance between the

panel and the model boundary should be not less than 100 m; the

buried depth of the simulated coal seam was 540 m, and the unit

weight of the unsimulated rock above the model was assumed to be

25 KN/m3 (Kong et al., 2019; Si et al., 2021b). It was calculated that

the equivalent load of the unsimulated rock stratum was 10.8 MPa,

and the load was applied to the upper boundary of the model.

According to the in-situ stress test results, the lateral pressure

coefficient of the model along the fault inclination direction was

set as 0.6, and the lateral pressure coefficient along the fault strike

direction was set as 0.8.

Mohr–Coulomb strain softening model was adopted for

coal and rock mass in the numerical simulation. In the

Mohr–Coulomb strain softening model, the strength

parameters show a linear attenuation trend with the

increase of equivalent plastic strain and finally attenuate to

the residual value after the plastic failure of coal and rock

mass. The research shows that the ratio of residual cohesion

to initial cohesion of coal and rock mass generally ranges

from 1/2 (Zhang et al., 2015) to 1/40 (Yan et al., 2013), so the

ratio of residual cohesion to initial cohesion was taken as 1/

5 in this study. Table 3 shows the mechanical parameters of

coal and rock mass in the process of numerical simulation.

The fault is simulated by an improved ubiquitous-joint

model, and the model can take the slip weakening

characteristics in the process of fault slip into

consideration and reduce the roughness value after fault

slip under different normal stress conditions. The

parameters of the rock mass in the fault zone were taken

as 1/5 of the sandstone parameters in the coal seam roof, the

joint dilatancy angle was taken as 0, the initial roughness

(JRC) was taken as 10, and the rock wall strength of the

structural plane (JCS) was 102 MPa. The roughness value of

FIGURE 6
JRC value of the structural plane after shear under different
normal stress.
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the rough structural plane after sliding under different

normal stress conditions can be referred to in Figure 9.

Dynamic calculation of mining-induced
fault slip

In this simulation, the fault slip law and dynamic response

characteristics of 14,310 working faces in the Dongtan Coal Mine

were numerically simulated. The numerical simulation process can

be mainly divided into two parts. The first part was the excavation

process of the panel. The numerical simulation calculation of the

excavation process of the panel adopted static analysis, and the

length of the panel excavated each time was determined as 10 m.

During the static calculation, the boundary of the model is fixed.

The second part of the numerical simulation after the excavation

of the panel was the dynamic analysis of fault slip. In order to

eliminate the reflection and refraction of waves by the model

boundary, the boundary condition of the model changed into a

viscous boundary in the process of dynamic calculation. Based on

the first step, the fault slip source M0 after the excavation of the

working face can be obtained, and the calculation of fault slip seismic

momentM0 is shown in Eq. 5. In Eq. 5, G is the stiffness of the fault

plane, A is the area of fault shear slip, and D is the shear

displacement of the fault. The fault slip seismic moment M0 was

applied to the element near the corresponding fault in the form of a

couple so as to carry out dynamic analysis and study the dynamic

response characteristics of the surrounding rock of the stope under

the dynamic load of fault slip (Domański andGibowicz, 2008;Wang

and Cai, 2017). The research shows that using local damping to

simulate the dynamic analysis of rock mechanics can achieve ideal

results, and the local damping of rock is generally 2%–5%, so the

local damping is selected as 5% in the dynamic calculation (Jiang

et al., 2020). The next cycle would be carried out after the dynamic

calculation was completed; another 10 m working face was

excavated for the next round of static calculation to obtain the

corresponding fault slip source M0, and then the dynamic analysis

was carried out until the working face was mined through the fault.

Thewhole process of numerical simulation is shown in Figure 8. The

numerical simulation method can be used to analyze the dynamic

response characteristics of coal and rock mass under the dynamic

load of fault slip so as to provide a basis for studying the rock burst

hazard under the dynamic load of fault slip.

M0 � GAD. (5)

Reliability verification of numerical
calculation method

Figure 9 shows the comparison between the fault slip seismic

momentM0 in the actualmining process of the working face and the

FIGURE 7
Numerical simulation model.

TABLE 3 Coal and rock mass properties in numerical simulation.

Lithology Em (GPa) υ C (MPa) σrm (MPa) φ (deg.) cr (MPa) εp (%)

Sandstone 10.5 0.22 3 0.62 34.5 0.6 0.01

Siltstone 6.7 0.24 2.1 0.37 31 0.42 0.01

Mudstone 2.9 0.28 1.2 0.2 29 0.24 0.01

Coal 1.1 0.34 0.9 0.12 26 0.18 0.01
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value calculated by numerical simulation. The mining situation and

fault stress state of the working face in the process of the numerical

simulation were consistent with the actual situation on site. The fault

slip source M0 monitored on site was obtained by converting the

energy of microseismic event near the fault and by empirical Eqs 6

and 7 (Mutke et al., 2009), where E is the energy of microseismic

event and ML is Richter magnitude. Considering the complexity of

mining conditions in the actual production process and many

factors affecting the fault slip microseismicity, although the

numerical simulation results were different from the specific

values of the field monitoring results, the general trend of the

two was highly consistent. The correlation coefficient of seismic

moment between the numerical simulation results and the field

monitoring results is 0.86, which proves that the numerical

simulation method has certain reliability and application value

for the rock burst hazard assessment andmining design of the panel.

logE � 1.8 + 1.9ML, (6)
logM0 � 10.42 + 1.009ML. (7)

Simulation results

Fault slip law under the influence of
mining

Figure 10 shows the cloud map of fault shear stress and shear

displacement when the working face advanced to different

positions. It can be found that when the working face

gradually advanced from the footwall of the fault to 30 m

away from the fault, the fault began to slip under the

influence of mining, the shear stress in the fault slip area

decreased and released energy, and the fault slip area was

52–68 m above the coal seam. The fault area close to the coal

seam maintained good stability, and the shear stress level was

high, which accumulated a lot of elastic properties. With the

continuous advancement of the working face near the fault, the

degree of mining disturbance to the fault was increasing, and the

range of fault slip area extended from the high fault plane to the

fault plane near the roof of the coal seam. When the working face

advanced to 10 and 0 m away from the fault, the fault slip range

and fault slip displacement increased sharply, affected by mining,

and the shear stress in the fault slip area close to the coal seam

dropped suddenly, releasing a lot of energy. The fault slip

microseismic event was large, and the rock burst hazard was

significantly increased under the influence of a strong fault slip

dynamic load.

Influence of fault slip dynamic load on
vibration velocity of coal and rock mass

The propagation of fault slip dynamic load can cause

vibration and even damage coal and rock mass. Therefore, the

influence of fault slip dynamic load on coal and rock mass near

FIGURE 8
Flow chart of dynamic calculation.

FIGURE 9
Comparison of fault slip seismic moment (M0) between field
monitoring and numerical simulation.
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the stope can be judged by studying the vibration velocity when

the working face advanced to different positions. Figure 11 shows

the nephogram of vibration velocity when the working face

advanced to 30 and 10 m away from the fault (the nephogram

of vibration velocity was taken from the middle part of the panel

at y = 225 m). It can be observed from the figure that during the

advancement of the working face, fault slip first caused the

vibration of the coal and rock mass near the fault; the closer

it was to the fault, the greater the vibration velocity of the coal and

rock mass. Over time, the seismic waves travel from the source

position of the fault to all around after the shear slip of the fault.

The energy of seismic waves decreased during transmission, so

the vibration velocity of coal and rockmass farther away from the

source of fault slip was smaller. However, when the source of fault

FIGURE 10
Shear stress and shear slip of the fault when mining the panel to different positions. (A) The working face is 30 m away from the fault. (B) The
working face is 20 m away from the fault. (C) The working face is 10 m away from the fault. (D) The working face is 0 m away from the fault.
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slip was large enough, the dynamic load released by fault slip

would still cause large vibration of coal and rock mass near the

working face.

Figure 12 shows the peak particle vibration velocity (PPV)

in the area with peak advance abutment pressure at different

advancing positions of the working face. It can be seen from

Figures 11 and 12 that when the working face advanced to

30 and 20 m away from the fault, the PPV of the coal and rock

mass at this location were 0.55 and 0.48 m/s, respectively.

When the fault slip dynamic load propagated to the coal and

rock mass in the area with peak abutment pressure, the fault

slip source was small, and the dynamic load disturbance to

the coal and rock mass in the area with peak abutment

pressure was small. When the working face advanced to

10 m away from the fault, a large area slip occurred in the

fault, the fault slip source increased obviously, and the PPV of

coal and rock mass in the area with peak abutment pressure

increased to 0.68 m/s. When the working face advanced to the

fault position, the fault lost the support of the coal pillar

completely, and the slip range extended from the high fault

FIGURE 11
Particle velocity nephogram of the working face at different positions. (A) The working face is 30 m away from the fault. (B) The working face is
10 m away from the fault.

FIGURE 12
PPV evolution with retreat mining.
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plane to the fault plane at the basic top. The fault slip source

increased further, and the fault slip source was close to the

coal seam. The PPV of coal and rock mass in the area with

peak abutment pressure reached 1.47 m/s. According to

previous studies (Mutke et al., 2009; Mutke et al., 2015;

Wang et al., 2022), a PPV of about 1 m/s was enough to

induce rock burst, which would cause severe deformation of

the roadway or rock fall, thus, the rock burst hazard would be

greatly increased. When the working face crossed through the

fault, the influence degree of mining on the fault decreased,

and the PPV of coal and rock mass in the area with peak

abutment pressure decreased significantly to 0.14 m/s. When

the working face advanced to 20 m across the fault, the

mining would have little effect on the fault, and the

mining would not be affected by the dynamic load of the

fault slip anymore.

Influence of fault slip dynamic load on
abutment stress

The dynamic load released by fault slip has a significant

influence on the coal and rock mass near the mining space. In

severe cases, it may result in great damage to coal and rock

mass in a high static load stress area near the working face

with the release of a large amount of elastic energy, which

may induce a fault slip–type rock burst. Therefore, it is of

great significance to study the dynamic response of coal and

rock mass in the area with peak advance abutment stress of

working face under dynamic load to evaluate the hazard of

rock burst. Figure 13 shows the variation of the coal and rock

mass under dynamic load. It can be seen that the dynamic

response characteristics of the peak abutment stress varied

greatly when the working face advanced to different

positions. The peak abutment stress vibrated to varying

degrees under the fault slip load and gradually tended to

be stable after the action of dynamic load. Especially when the

working face was 10 m away from the fault and advanced to

the fault position, the abutment stress oscillated violently

after being loaded by the fault slip and then decreased

significantly.

Figure 14 shows the dynamic response of advanced

abutment stress when the working face advanced to different

positions. It can be seen from Figures 13, 14 and 16 that when the

working face advanced to 20 m away from the fault, before the

action of dynamic load, the peak value of abutment stress was

located 15 m in front of the working face. Affected by the fault

stress barrier, the stress concentration of the coal pillar was high,

and the peak abutment stress was 33.1 MPa. The fault slip

dynamic load caused stress reduction of coal and rock mass

about 20 m ahead of the working face. Because the fault slip

dynamic load was small so the degree of stress reduction was

small, and the stress reduction value of coal and rock mass in the

area with peak abutment stress was only 0.2 MPa. When the

working face advanced 10 m away from the fault, the peak value

of advance abutment stress occurred in the coal and rock mass

area of the hanging wall of the fault before the action of dynamic

load, and the peak abutment stress decreased to 30.5 MPa.

After the action of dynamic load, the area where the advance

abutment stress decreased extended to about 45 m in front of

the working face, and the reduction of the peak value for the

abutment stress was 1.1 MPa. It indicated that the disturbance

range and degree of dynamic load of fault slip on coal and rock

mass in front of working face after the plastic failure of fault

coal pillar significantly increased compared with that when

fault coal pillar remained stable. When the working face

advanced to 0 m away from the fault, the disturbance range

and degree of dynamic load on coal and rock mass near the

working face increased further. The area where the abutment

stress decreased after dynamic loading extended to the range

of 50 m ahead of the working face, while the coal and rock

mass in the area with peak abutment pressure occurred severe

plastic failure under the influence of strong fault slip dynamic

load, and the stress decreased to 5.5 MPa. The rock burst

hazard increased significantly. When the working face mined

through the fault, the peak abutment stress before the action of

fault slip dynamic load decreased to 26.2 MPa, and the

disturbance of fault slip dynamic load on coal and rock

mass near the working face was small. The dynamic load of

fault slip only caused stress reduction of a small part of coal

and rock mass in the plastic area and caused a slight stress

increase of coal and rock mass in the area with peak abutment

stress. The hazard of fault slip rock burst decreased

significantly.

FIGURE 13
Variation of peak abutment stress under dynamic load.
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Analysis of rock burst hazard under
fault slip dynamic load

Based on the stress superposition principle (Jiang et al., 2015),

some scholars superimposed the self-weight stress, mining stress,

and tectonic stress in the mining process to obtain the total stress of

the coal body σs. The ratio of total stress to uniaxial compressive

strength [σc] of the coal body was used as the judgment index to

divide the rock burst hazard. The formula of judgment index Ic for

rock burst hazard was expressed as

Ic � σs
[σc]. (8)

According to the rock burst hazard judgment index Ic, the

rock burst hazard was divided into four levels: no hazard, slight

hazard, moderate hazard, and severe hazard. The classification of

rock burst hazard is shown in Table 4.

The field detection and numerical simulation results showed

that when mining near the fault, the fault slip source induced by

mining produced a dynamic load on the coal and rock mass near

the working face. When the disturbance degree of fault slip

dynamic load was large enough, that is, the sum of the

maximum fault slip dynamic load and the static load of coal

in the limit equilibrium area was greater than the strength of coal,

the superposition of dynamic and static loads resulted in damage

to the coal body, and, in severe cases, the coal body was severely

damaged, and a large amount of elastic energy was released which

FIGURE 14
Dynamic response of advanced abutment stress. (A) The working face is 20 m away from the fault. (B) The working face is 10 m away from the
fault. (C) The working face is 0 m away from the fault. (D) The working face mined through the fault for 10 m.

TABLE 4 Classification of rock burst danger levels.

0–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 >2.5

No hazard Slight hazard Moderate hazard Severe hazard
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would induce fault slip rock burst. The dynamic load stress

disturbance generated by transmission of fault slip source to coal

mass near the working face was closely related to the vibration

velocity of coal. Considering that the vibration velocity near the

coal and rock mass in the mining space can be not only obtained

by the numerical simulation method but also monitored on-site

by a microseismic system, the vibration velocity of the coal and

rock mass near the mining space can be used as an index

parameter to study the disturbance degree of fault slip source

to the coal and rock mass near the working face. The maximum

vertical dynamic load stress due to slip load of fault in the area

with peak abutment pressure σd can be expressed as

σd � ρCv0, (9)

where, ρ is the density of coal, C is the propagation velocity of

wave, and v0 is the peak vibration velocity in the vertical direction

of coal.

Because the dynamic load of fault slip had a great influence

on the coal and rock mass near the working face, the static load

stress and the dynamic load stress of fault slip should be

considered when evaluating the rock burst hazard of the

working face near the fault. Combining Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, Icd
can be expressed as Eq. 10 for judging rock burst hazard under

fault slip dynamic load, and the classification of rock burst hazard

is still as shown in Table 4.

Icd � σs + σd
[σc] � σs + ρCv0

[σc] . (10)

Based on index Icd, the rock burst hazard was analyzed

through the static load stress and the vibration velocity of coal

and rock mass in the area with peak abutment stress under fault

slip dynamic load. Considering that there was little difference

between the peak vertical vibration velocity of coal and rock mass

in the area with peak abutment pressure and the peak particle

vibration velocity (PPV) of coal and rock mass, so the peak

vertical vibration velocity of coal and rock mass in the area with

peak abutment pressure was taken as the value of PPV. The

propagation speed of the longitudinal wave was 4300 m/s, and

the coal density and compressive strength were 1400 kg/m3 and

15 MPa, respectively, based on the test results. The division of

rock burst hazard degree during the working face mining

through the fault is shown in Figure 15.

It can be seen from Figure 15 that the fault blocked the

distribution of the static load stress to a certain extent. The static

load stress before the working face crossed the fault was larger

than that after the working face crossed the fault, but the

variation of the static load stress at the working face was

smaller than that of the dynamic load stress of the fault

slip. Fault slip type rock burst was affected by both static load

stress level and fault slip dynamic load. When the working face

was passing through the fault (10 m away from the fault to 10 m

across the fault), the hazard of rock burst was the highest due to

the superposition of high static load and strong fault slip dynamic

load. The hazard of rock burst assessment result was consistent

with the actual production situation on site, which proved that

the rock burst hazard assessment method had certain reliability.

Conclusion

During the mining period, with the working face getting

closer to the fault, the number of high-energy microseismic

FIGURE 15
Classification of rock burst hazard.
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events released by fault slip increases significantly, and the fault

slip rock burst hazard is high. After the working face is mined

through the fault, the disturbance degree of mining to the fault

decreases, the occurrence frequency and energy level of

microseismic events decrease, and the hazard of fault slip rock

burst is small. The b value representing microseismic intensity

gradually decreases as the working face gets closer to the fault.

The b value gradually increases after the working face crosses

through the fault. The b value of a microseismic event can be used

as an index to evaluate fault activity and early warning of fault

slip rock bursts.

The dynamic calculation of fault slip and its dynamic

response under the influence of mining was carried out by

FLAC3D numerical simulation software, and the whole

process of numerical simulation of “mining–fault slip release

dynamic load–mining spatial dynamic response” was realized.

Mining induces fault slip and weakens and releases dynamic load,

which has a significant impact on the vibration velocity and

abutment stress of coal and rock mass near mining space. The

vibration velocity and the reduction value of peak abutment

stress both reach the highest when the working face advances

near the fault. Under the effect of strong fault slip dynamic load,

the coal and rock mass in the area with peak abutment stress

undergo plastic failure and release large amounts of elastic

energies, and the hazard of fault slip rock burst is high.

Considering the stress disturbance caused by the fault slip

dynamic load on the coal and rock mass near the working face,

the hazard of rock burst judgment index Icd was proposed. The

hazard of rock burst when the working face mined through the fault

was analyzed, and the rock burst hazard when the working face

passed through the fault was divided, which provided a new idea for

the rock burst hazard assessment under the influence of fault.
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